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Critical review of the Stone and Woodcock report “The Benefits Of Level 
Crossing Removals: Lessons from Melbourne’s historical experience” 

Author: Lorenzo de Falco Date : 20/1/2018 

1 Overview 

The Stone & Woodcock report 

(https://msd.unimelb.edu.au/sites/default/files/docs/LXRA%20Report_low_re

solution.pdf) reviews past grade separation examples and concludes that 

elevated rail is generally superior to rail under.  

First of all, the report was funded by bodies related to the government and 

Level Crossing Removal Authority, so its objectivity is questionable. 

But even if we the report were accurate, its general conclusions could not be 

applied to every single crossing.  In Ferguson St, elevated rail would 

irreparably damage the area’s character and affect local residents. 

The report presents a cold and detached view on technical and economic 

factors.  It ignores the lives, wellbeing and desires of local residents who are  

impacted by elevated rail.  Blocking natural light and tree and sky views would 

affect not only property value, but most importantly lifestyle.  There are clear 

links between natural light and visual amenity and mental and physical health.  

It is not a chance that prison cells provide very limited natural light and views 

to the outside world. 

No one denies that economic development has its merits.  But is it more 

important than the right of 100 families to live and raise their children in the 

safe comfort of their home? 

This critical review analyses key aspects of the report and presents actual 

considerations applicable to Ferguson St.  Considerations are mine, but built 

on the work by Williamstown Crossing Group (WCG), so I am confident they 

are shared by the over two hundred people who are part of WCG. 

It shows that, if grade separation has to go ahead in Ferguson St (which is 

debatable), rail under is the only valid option.

https://msd.unimelb.edu.au/sites/default/files/docs/LXRA%20Report_low_resolution.pdf
https://msd.unimelb.edu.au/sites/default/files/docs/LXRA%20Report_low_resolution.pdf
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2 Considerations for Ferguson St 
# Reference Excerpt from Stone & Woodcock report Considerations for Ferguson St level crossing 

1.  Preface “Much of this work has  
been  supported  by  a  large  cohort  of  industry   
partners  in  state  and  local  government,  and   
in  the  private  sector.  Its  directions  have  been   
set  though  research  made  possible  through   
Australian Research Council grants. 
We  are  grateful  to  the  Level  Crossing  Removal   
Authority  for  their  support,  which  allowed  us  to   
continue  this  independent  research  in  2015.” 

Funding indicates a strong a conflict of interest: 

• AER (government body) 

• state and local governments 

• Level  Crossing  Removal  Authority 

2.  Executive 
summary 

[benefits of elevated rail] 
“• greater potential for multi-scale economic and social  
development  related  to  increased  activity  around   
stations; 
• the  restoration  rail’s  prominent  position  in  the  urban fabric;  
• increased ground level connectivity;  
• creation  of  linear  parks  and  connected  quiet streets for safer 
walking and cycling; 
• opportunities  for  the  fundamental  re-organisation  of Melbourne’s  
bus  system  and  its  connection  to  the   
rail  network.  In  fact,  without  such  re-organisation,  it is  unlikely  
that  the  patronage  growth  expected  from Melbourne Metro will 
ever occur.  
• Improved passenger     experience,     views     and      
wayfinding.” 

• The crossing precinct is already fully developed and characterised 
by heritage buildings.  Further developments are not desired by 
the community. 

• The rail’s prominent position is not a benefit for the community. 

• Ground-level connectivity would be the same as in a rail under 
option.  The rail corridor is only accessible at the crossing.  It is 
inaccessible south of the crossing due to the Mobil pipeline and 
residences on Railway Pl, and north due to the rail yard and 
residences on Power St. 

• The bus system is already connected to the station.  While 
removing the crossing may benefit the bus timetable, rail over 
would provide no additional benefits compared to rail under. 

• Passenger experience is not a material benefit for the community. 
 
A more objective and realistic assessment of elevated rail is provided 
by the Office of the Victorian Government Architect 
(http://www.ovga.vic.gov.au/images/VDRP_Lessons_Learned_Level_Cr
ossing_Removals.pdf): “An elevated road or rail structure will have a 
significant physical presence and impact on a place and is typically not 
a preferred solution. New elevated structures, including ramps and 
retaining walls, can impact on visual amenity, permeability, viability of 
activity areas, the value of land and appetite for future private 
development. They often provide a cheaper solution but a poorer 
outcome and therefore a false economy. […] Lowering a section of the 
rail corridor under an at-grade road is the most supportable solution in 
most circumstances.” 

http://www.ovga.vic.gov.au/images/VDRP_Lessons_Learned_Level_Crossing_Removals.pdf
http://www.ovga.vic.gov.au/images/VDRP_Lessons_Learned_Level_Crossing_Removals.pdf
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# Reference Excerpt from Stone & Woodcock report Considerations for Ferguson St level crossing 

3.  Trenched 
rail [p 26] 

“This  situation  creates  little  potential  for  improving  the   
connectivity between the communities on either side of the  
railway line beyond the roadway where the level crossing  
was  removed,  and  can  result  in  a  loss  of  pedestrian   
crossings  because  of  the  trenching  and  re-grading  of   
the  line.” 

As noted above, both rail under and over would allow pedestrians to 
cross the rail without barriers.  However pedestrian connectivity 
cannot be improved further as the rail corridor is inaccessible. 
With rail under, no existing pedestrian crossing would be closed. 

4.  Trenched 
rail [p 26] 

“decking  over  the  platform area at the station itself […]constrains  the  
potential  for  future  expansion  and   
upgrade of intermodal transfer facilities” 

As noted, buses are already connected to North Williamstown station.  
The only necessary upgrade to the intermodal transfer is an improved 
pedestrian crossing of Ferguson St, which is today unmarked and 
unsafe and poorly timed, requiring people to rush to the train station. 

5.  Trenched 
rail [p 26] 

“land values in most suburbs are too low to  
enable  development  to  be  economically  viable  on  such   
decking  without  it  being  at  heights  many  times  that  of   
surrounding  buildings” 

Land values are not low in Williamstown. 
Besides, economic development generally results in loss of public 
space – they don’t often coincide.  So it would not necessarily be a 
benefit. 

6.  Trenched 
rail [p 26] 

“There  are  important  questions   
about  whether  the  public  purse  should  subsidise  private   
development on top of stations of any kind and whether  
social  outcomes  such  as  affordable  housing  and  locally   
needed community facilities have a stronger claim before  
profit-making  ventures. 
[…]the financial model of development used in those  instances  is  
unlikely  to  be  economically  viable  by   
contemporary  standards  of  valuation  and  cost-benefit   
analysis.” 

This argument requires at least an indication of the decking costs in 
order to be credible. 

7.  Trenched 
rail [p 26] 

“Another downside of trenched rail is that the boundaries  
to the properties abutting the rail reserve are most likely to  
become blank or dead frontages rather than active ones  
due  to  lack  of  public  access.” 

As noted in 2, there is no public access to the rail corridor. 

8.  Trenched 
rail [p 26] 

“Over  time,  development   
occurring  along  the  edge  of  the  rail  reserve  will  turn  its   
back  on  the  trench,  just  as  it  has  done  along  trenched   
and  surface  rail  to  date.  This  constrains  the  value  of  the   
land and the type of development it can potentially foster:  
more  socially  attractive  incremental  or  organic  forms  of   
development become less likely.” 

The land along the rail corridor is already fully developed. 
Certainly, an elevated rail would reduce the value of the land. 
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# Reference Excerpt from Stone & Woodcock report Considerations for Ferguson St level crossing 

9.  Trenched 
rail [p 26] 

“in order to achieve ground-level connectivity and  
to  realise  any  value  capture  potential  with  trenched  rail,   
highly  complex  arrangements  need  to  be  made.  These   
include  a  major  act  of  property  consolidation  and  mass   
demolition,  combined  with  a  deck  over  the  trench,  if   
this is feasible.” 
 

• Value capture: noted above 

• Property consolidation and mass demolition: none would be 
required at Ferguson St 

10.  Trenched 
rail [p 26] 

“Planning schemes need to be revised to  
accommodate  the  likely  significant  increases  in  height   
required.  These  are  immense  barriers  to  overcome,  and   
have  long  thwarted  the  realisation  of  some  key  land-use   
and  transport  integration  ambitions  of  past  metropolitan   
strategic plans.” 

It is actually the opposite: height limits apply in Williamstown and 
would not be affected by a trench.  Instead, elevated rail would be 20m 
high.  It would likely drive further redevelopment of suburban houses 
into multi-story apartments in a domino effect. 

11.  Elevated 
rail [p 27] 

“In   contrast   to   all   of   the   preceding    
methods, ‘rail over road’ or ‘elevated rail’  
grade separations release the public land  
formerly occupied by the railway tracks. 
The  area  of  public  land  opened  up  can  be  maximised   
through   the   use   of   viaduct   structures   rather   than    
embankments.  Most  of  this  land  is  potentially  usable   
except at either end of the viaduct where the headroom is  
too low as the railway ramps down.” 

Elevated rail would terminate approx. 500m from the crossing.  For this 
tract, the rail corridor is not accessible to public, as noted previously. 

12.  Elevated 
rail [p 27] 

“This newly available land not only maximises the potential  
for  ground-level  connectivity,  it  also  allows  for  potential   
future  expansion  and  upgrade  of  intermodal  transfer   
facilities   directly   beneath   the   viaduct. 
Furthermore,    
the  land  released  allows  for  a  multitude  of  land  uses  at   
different  scales  and  costs  to  be  developed  over  time  to   
complement  the  station  facility,  enhancing  the  transfer   
experience and its utility in the everyday lives of travellers  
as well as local residents and workers.” 

Not applicable to Ferguson St (see considerations 2 and 4). 
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# Reference Excerpt from Stone & Woodcock report Considerations for Ferguson St level crossing 

13.  Elevated 
rail [p 27] 

“Another  upside  with  elevated  rail  when  compared  to   
trenched  rail  is  the  potential  it  has  to  provide  value  uplift   
to the private land along the boundary of the rail reserve.” 

Land along the rail corridor is already fully developed.  Existing 
residences would actually lose more value with elevated rail thank with 
a trench, because elevated rail would overshadow them and block 
views. 
With regards to possible commercial developments, the best example 
is the space underneath the Flinders St viaduct (see photo), which was 
developed in the past few years to incorporate commercial 
developments.  However 
no one wants to be there. Some of those spaces have been vacant 
since they were built. 

 
14.  Elevated 

rail [p 27] 
“In many instances, because the private land can become  
accessible  from  the  rail  reserve  at  ground  level,  there   
is  the  potential  for  active  frontages  to  develop  where   
previously they could not. The value of many land parcels  
would rise due to an increase in the length of frontage and  
accessibility.” 

As noted in 2, there is no public access to the rail corridor. 

15.  Assessment 
Criteria [p 
31] 

Refer to Section 3 The assessment criteria are blatantly incomplete.  They ignore impacts 
on local residents and the area’s character. 
 
Refer to Section 3 
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# Reference Excerpt from Stone & Woodcock report Considerations for Ferguson St level crossing 
16.  Conclusions 

[p78] 
“Through  our  case  studies,  we  have  shown  that,  if  the   
objectives  include  a  desire  to  improve  rail  services,  it  is   
better in residential and commercial precincts to raise or  
lower the railway.” 

• We have shown that rail services would have the same benefits 
with rail over and rail under. 

17.  Conclusions 
[p78] 

“We  have  also  shown  that  elevated  rail  is  central  to  the   
effective  design  of  Melbourne’s  best  examples  of  public   
transport and land-use integration around stations.” 

• This may be true for the selected examples, but certainly is not 
true for Ferguson St as we have shown. 

18.  Conclusions 
[p78] 

“This   supports   our   view   that   elevated   rail   offers   the    
greatest long-term benefits for level-crossing removals, in  
suburban locations except in places where it is technically  
infeasible  from  a  rail  operations  viewpoint.  At  locations   
in the Melbourne CBD and other areas of very high land  
value tunnelling is most likely.” 

• This may be true for the selected examples, but certainly is not 
true for Ferguson St as we have shown.  The exceptions should also 
consider impact to local residents and area heritage. 

19.  Conclusions 
[p78] 

“We encourage members of the community, professionals  
and politicians to use the questions from our assessment  
criteria  on  p.  31  when  comparing  the  relative  merits  of   
any  proposed  designs.  This  will  help  to  establish  mutual   
understandings  of  the  costs  and  benefits  (in  more  than   
just financial terms). The assessment criteria cover these  
issues: 
1. Connectivity 
2. Universal accessibility 
3. Intermodal access 
4. Safety 
5. Economic Development 
6. Amenity 
Other important considerations are: 
7. ‘Future-proofing' […] 
8. Disruptions […] 
9. Costs & benefits: the ‘total value proposition’ […]” 

• As noted, the assessment criteria are extremely biased and exclude 
critical factors as the human impact: hundreds of families who 
would be walled in and lose daylight and views due to elevated 
rail. 

• It excludes impact such as antisocial behaviour under the elevated 
rail.  On the Yarra waterfront, a premium location in the CBD, with 
a land value much higher than Williamstown, land under elevated 
rail is littered and unsafe and inappropriately occupied (see photo).  
It is hard to imagine how Williamstown would be any better. 
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# Reference Excerpt from Stone & Woodcock report Considerations for Ferguson St level crossing 

 
20.  Photos [p 

80, 81] 

P 80  

P 81  

P 80 is a biased, emotive presentation of rail under, submerged by water (a result of 
substandard engineering), in black and white to make it look gloomy, with a very old 
train model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Instead the rail over (p 81) is shown via a fully saturated, colourful image, on a sunny 
day, to evoke positive emotions, and features a sleek modern tram.  It is also 
misleading as it refers to old building techniques: 

• Low clearance (4m vs 6 m which would be required by a skyrail on Ferguson St) 

• A thin steel bridge as opposed to the massive concrete bridges used today 
(which by itself is 2.8 m tall without sound barriers, as shown in the following 
photos) 
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# Reference Excerpt from Stone & Woodcock report Considerations for Ferguson St level crossing 
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3 Assessment Criteria applied to Ferguson St 
This table presents the Assessment criteria from the report and my evaluation for Ferguson St, again based on work by WCG. 

Assessment Criteria from report Rail over evaluation for Ferguson St Rail under evaluation for Ferguson St 

“01 Connectivity 
• What  is  the  relative  increase  in  ground-level  

connectivity  (easy  walkabilty,  universal  access,  
use by pedestrians and cyclists) after the grade 
separation?  

• How well does the design facilitate and 
encourage inter-modal transfer? 

• How easily can the new space integrate nearby 
land uses? “ 

• No increase in walkability except directly at the 
crossing. However overshadowing of Ferguson 
St may make it riskier for pedestrians crossing. 
POOR 

• Buses are already connected. Grade separation 
would benefit the timetable. GOOD 

• Land is already developed. OK 

• No increase in walkability except directly at the 
crossing. OK 

• Buses already are connected. Grade separation 
would benefit the timetable. GOOD 

• Land is already developed. OK 

“02 Universal accessibility 

• Does  the  design  meet  accessibility  standards  
for  all  users?  This  includes  those  with  
mobility,  vision,  hearing  or  cognitive  
impairments  as  well  as  people  with  children  
in  prams  or  with  heavy  shopping and 
luggage.” 

• Has to, by inclusion of ramps, lifts etc. Elevated 
rail would require users to move up or down 
street level by 10 metres. POOR 

• Has to, by inclusion of ramps, lifts etc. Rail under 
would require users to move up or down street 
level by 5 metres. OK 

“03 Intermodal access 
• How direct are the paths between trains, buses 

and trams? 
• How clear is the route?” 

• Paths would not change from today. Routes 
would be clearer due to grade separation. 
GOOD 

• Paths would not change from today. Routes 
would be clearer due to grade separation. 
GOOD 

“04 Safety 
• How safe are the spaces created for all users? 
• What   levels   of   safety   can   they   provide   

for   pedestrians, cyclists, public transport users 
and those with mobility issues in particular?” 

• Pedestrians, cyclists, PT users: overshadowing 
Ferguson St would make it harder for vehicles to 
see cyclists and pedestrians and PT users 
crossing Ferguson St, especially on sunny days.  
This is a serious safety risk.  VERY POOR 

• Cyclists: trenching would allow space for a 
cycling lane in full visibility.  EXCELLENT 

• Others: No change from current (except the 
benefit of grade separation which is the same as 
rail over so not considered). OK 

“05 Economic Development 
• What non-residential land uses have developed 

around  the  station/grade  separation?  How  
well  integrated are they?  

• How have they changed?  
•  What future change is likely?” 

• The rail corridor is not accessible except in the 
immediate vicinity of the crossing.  However 
there is little appetite for large scale non-
residential developments in the community. OK 

• The rail corridor is not accessible except in the 
immediate vicinity of the crossing.  However 
there is little appetite for large scale non-
residential developments in the community. OK 
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Assessment Criteria from report Rail over evaluation for Ferguson St Rail under evaluation for Ferguson St 
“06 Amenity  
• How easily can new public space be created? 
• How well can it be activated for community and 

recreational uses, both passive and active?” 

• The rail corridor is not accessible except in the 
immediate vicinity of the crossing.  Public space 
would be limited and low amenity under a 
bridge.  POOR 

• The rail corridor is not accessible except in the 
immediate vicinity of the crossing.  Trenching 
could allow an open-air plaza for locals to enjoy. 
GOOD 

 

The following is the summary table from page 32 of the Stone & Woodcock report, modified to include the Ferguson St crossing and ratings for rail over and rail 

under as stated in the table above. 

 


